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' To all it- may concern: 
Be itvknown that I, HENRY J. BERRY, 'a 

citizen of the United States, and residing 
at Detroit, in the county of Wayne and 

a State of Michigan, have invented new and 
Improved Pump Cylinders and Valves 

Ill‘herefor, of which the following is a speci 
?cation. , . 

This invention consists in a cylinder for 
to air‘ and gas compressors, air pumps and 
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similar machines for ‘changing the pressure 
of gases, and .its object is to provide a con 
structioncf this character which will oper 
ate e?i'ciently .for a maximum of time and 
which can be constructed at. minimum cost. 

This‘ invention ‘consists ‘in a cylinder and 
a head therefor, a valve plate between the 
cylinder and its head, saidv valve plate be 
ing provided with novel valve seats for the 
inlet and discharge valves and with inlet and 
discharge passages, and valves of thin resili 
ent sheet metal adapted to bend to open and. 
close said passages. It further consists in 
inlet and discharge passages for the cooling 
liquid in the cylinder walls and in the cyl 
inder head, and in passages in said valve 
plate communicating with the passages in g 
the cylinder and head. It also consists in, 
the details of construction illustrated in the 
accompanying drawings and particularly 
pointed out in" the claims: - 
In the accompanying drawings Fig. 1 is 

a central longitudinal section of a compres: 
sion cylinder construction embodying my 
present invention. Fig. 2 is a section on the‘ 
line 2-—2 of Fig. 1. Fig. 3 is a plan of the 
valve plate. Figs. 4 and 5 are perspective 
views of the inlet and discharge valves. 

Similar reference ‘characters refer to like 
parts throughout the several views, v 
l The cylinder 1. is formed with an internal 

‘ ?ange 2 intermediate its ends provided with 
a circumferential shoulder 3 -to support the 
packing ring 4 which prevents‘ leakage of 
the cooling liquid between this shoulder and 

1 the circumferential shoulder 5 on the lining 
6. =' The outer end of- this lining ?ts tightly 
within’ the circumferential shoulder 7 at the 
outer end of the cylinder. -A piston 8 of. 
any desired construction is slida'ble within 
this lining. The cylinder is formed with 
.an intake passage 11 to which the intake 
pipe 12-connects while the discharge pipe 13 
connects to the discharge passage 14. ' 
Secured to the outer end of the cylinder 

by means of the screws 15 is a valve plate. 
10 having holes 16 to receive these screws 
and which is formed with passages 17 and 
18 which communicate with the assages 11 
and 14 inthe cylinder respective y. I . 
Secured to this valve plate and to the 

cylinder is a‘ cylinder head 19 having a 
?ange 20 and closure 21 to constitute a 
chamber 22 for the cooling liquid. Screws 
23 secure this closure 21 in position. Pack 
ing gaskets ‘47 may ,be employed if desired. 
The cylinder may be formed with an inlet 
v24; for the cooling liquid and two passages, 
not shown, in the upper shoulder’? which 
register with the passages 25 (Fig. 3) in the 
valve plate and the passages .26 (Fig. 2) in 
the cylinder head, and the head is provided 
with an outlet opening-27 for the cooling 
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liquid. It will be understood that ‘the num- ; . 
ber of these passages 25——26’ may be in 
creased _or decreased as ‘desired. 
The cylinder head is formed with a circu 

lar groove 29 having an extension 30 which 
communicates with the passage 17 in the 
valve plate and the valve plate has a series 
of smaller holes 32-which communicate with 
this groove 29. The plate-also has a shal 
-low groove 33 just within the 6circular rib 
34 which extends into a recess 35 in the 
outer end of the lining 6. This plate also 
has a central boss 36 in- the plane of the rib 
34 "and a' second series of small holes 37 
which are all within the circular rib 38 on 
the outer side of this plate. This rib is sur 
roundedv by a shallow groove 39 and by a 
,second circular rib/i2 whose outer edge is 
just within the outer. edge of the circular 
recess 40 in the head. This recess has an. 
extension 41 which connects to the discharge 
passages 18 and 14' in the valve plate and 
cylinder respectively. , . 
The head is formed with a shallow groove 

43 around the recess 40 therein to receive 
the circular rib 42 and the discharge valve 
4.4 of thin resilient metal preferably spring 
steel while the inlet value 45 is placed in the 
recess 35 in the upper end of the linin ~6, ' 
a small clearance being allowedvso the e go 
of the valve. .will not be pinched. The 
groove 33 is but a. few one-thousandths of 
an inch dee so that when the piston 8 moves 
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outward, t e pressure within the cylinder - 
whichv bends-the valve 45pwould press it 
against the bottom of this groove 33 before 
breaking the valve. But-this valve is seat 110 
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‘resilient metal and bend under t 

ed at tha'ttime on the rib 34 and the boss 36 
and as these are accurately ground no leak 
age occurs. - a ‘ 

p A series of. operating tests extending over 
many weeks demonstrated that this shallow 
roove 33 and the ?at surfaces surround 

ing it together with the thin' metal valve 45 
constituted an ideal valve construction for 
compressors andother pumps for ammonia 
and other ?uids. The upper valve 44 like 
wise lias a free movement to permit bend 
ing. The space within the circular rib 38 
is depressed a few thousandths of an inch, 
sufficiently to permit the valve 44 to ?t 
against this rib 38 but not su?iciently deep 
to permit the valve to bend beyond its elastic 
limit." This valve like the valve 45, is bent 
away ‘from its seat by the gas. passing 
through the holes 37 and ‘the gas passes“ 
the straight edges 46 of this valve into the 
recess 40. Neither of these valves requires 
a spring to cause it to seat as they are of 

e pres 
sure of the gas to permit it to pass butuas 
soon asthe pressure is reversed, they seat 
themselves by their own resiliency. The 
distance the valves are permitted to ‘bend 
toward the valve plate is determined by the 
depths of 'the grooves in the valve plate 
while the distance they bend while “open” 

_ can be accurate] determinediby the rate of 
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intake and disc large of the cylinder. 
The details of construction and propor 

tions of parts may all be changed by those 
skilleddn' the art Without departing from 
‘the spirit of my invention as set forth in 
the following claims. 

I claim-‘- ~ 

1. In combination, a cylinder, a valve 
plate closing the outer end thereof, a cyl-~ 
inder head attached to‘ they cylinder and 
valve plate, the cylinder, valve‘ plate and 
head having intakev and discharge passages 
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for gases, the valve plate having holes ex 
tending from the intake and discharge pas 

. sages in the headto the cylinder and having 
shallow grooves in which the discharge ends 
of these holes open,- and thin sheet metal 
valves adapted to engage the-head around 
said grooves to prevent, return of the gases. 

2. In combination‘, a valve plate having 
a circular rib surrounding a depression 
and a series of holes extending through the 
plate into said depression, a thin sheet metal 
valve mounted on the rib and adapted to 
bend awayfrom- the rib to permit gases to 
pass through said.holes,and means to resist 
the outward movement of the outer edge of 
the valve. " ‘ ' " - - 

3. In combination, a valve plate having 
_a circular rib surrounding a shallow de 
pression and‘ a serles of holes. extending» 

,/ through, the 'plate into said depression, a 
. " thin sheet metal valve whose width e ua‘ls ‘Y 
' ‘I. the ‘external diameter ‘of the rib an of 
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greater length than width positioned‘ to 
engage the rib to prevent passage of gases 

‘through the holes and adapted to bend 
centrally away from the rib to permit such 
passage, and means to engage the ends of 
the valve to limit the movement thereof 
away from the rib. 

4. In combination, a valve plate having 
‘a circular rib and a shallow depression 
concentric therewith and a series of holes 
extending through the plate into said de 
pression, a valve of tiin resilient sheet 
metal positioned to engage the rib to pre 
vent passage of cases tiirough the holes and 
adapted to bend centrally away from the 
rib to permit such passage, and means to 
engage the valve farthest from the center 
of the rib to limit the movement of the 
valve away from the rib. 

5. In combination, a cylinder, a valve 
plate at the outer end thereof, a cylinder 
head at the outer side of the valve plate, 
means to secure the head and plate to the 
cylinder, said cylinder head having separate 
intake and discharge grooves in the surface 
next to the valve plate, said cylinder having 
intake and discharge openings in its wall 
and said cylinder, valve plate and head hav 
ing passages connecting the intake and dis 
charge openings in the cylinder wall to the 
intake and discharge grooves in the cylinder 
head, said valve plate having two groups 
of holes whereby the intake and discharge 
grooves in the cylinder head may connrct 
to the cylinder independently of said pas 
sages and a ‘sheet metal valve on each side 
of the valve plate to permit and prevent 
passage of ?uids through said holes. 

6. n combination,“ cylinder, a valve 
plate at the outer end thereof, a cylinder 
head at the outer side of the valve ‘plate, 
means to 'secure the head and plate to the 
cylinder, said cylinder head having separate 
intake and dischar e grooves in the surface 
next to the valve p ate, said cylinder having 
intake and discharge openings in its well, 
and said cylinder, valve plate and head hav 
ing passages connecting the intake and dis 
charge openings in the cylinder wall to the 
intake and discharge grooves in the cylinder 
head, said valve plate having two groups 
of holes whereby the‘intake and discharge 
grooves in the cylinder head may connect 
to the cylinder independently of said pas 
sages and a sheet metal valve on each side 
of the valve plate to permit and prevent 
passage of ?uids through said holes, the 
holes“ of each group bein' arranged in a 
circle and the valve plate aving a circular 
rib on each side concentric with one of the 
groups of holes to constitute a valve seat. 

-7. In combination, a cylinder, a valve 
plate at the outer end thereof, a cylinder 
ead at the outer side of the valve plate, 

means to secure the head‘ and plate to the 
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cylinder, said cylinder head having separate 
intake and discharge groovesin the surface 
next to the. valve plate, said cylinder having 
intake and discharge openings in its Wall 
and said cylinder, valve plate and head hav 
ing passages connecting the ‘intake and dis 
charge openings in the cylinder Wall to 
the intake and discharge grooves .in the 

' cylinder head, said -valve plate having two 
10 concentric circular groups of holes whereby 
the intake and dischargev grooves in the 
cylinder head may connect to the cylinder 

8 

independently of said‘passages and a sheet 
metal valve on each side ‘of the valve plate 
to permit and prevent passage of ?uids 
through said holes, the valve plate having 
two circular ribs on each of its sides co'ncen 
trio with the groups of holes to constitute a 
valve seat, the outer ribs cooperating with 
circular portions of the head and cylinder 
respectively to limit the movements of the 
outer edges of the valves. ‘ 

HENRY J. BERRY. 
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